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Abstract 

Emerged evidence has indicated that immunosuppression is involved in the occurrence and development of sepsis. 
To provide clinical practice recommendations on the immune function in sepsis, an expert consensus focusing on the 
monitoring and treatment of sepsis‑induced immunosuppression was developed. Literature related to the immune 
monitoring and treatment of sepsis were retrieved from PubMed, Web of Science, and Chinese National Knowledge 
Infrastructure to design items and expert opinions were collected through an online questionnaire. Then, the Delphi 
method was used to form consensus opinions, and RAND appropriateness method was developed to provide con‑
sistency evaluation and recommendation levels for consensus opinions. This consensus achieved satisfactory results 
through two rounds of questionnaire survey, with 2 statements rated as perfect consistency, 13 as very good consist‑
ency, and 9 as good consistency. After summarizing the results, a total of 14 strong recommended opinions, 8 weak 
recommended opinions and 2 non‑recommended opinions were produced. Finally, a face‑to‑face discussion of the 
consensus opinions was performed through an online meeting, and all judges unanimously agreed on the content of 
this consensus. In summary, this expert consensus provides a preliminary guidance for the monitoring and treatment 
of immunosuppression in patients with sepsis.
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Introduction
Sepsis refers to life-threatening organ dysfunction caused 
by a dysregulated host response to infection [1]. Accord-
ing to the latest data on global disease burden, nearly 50 
million individuals had sepsis worldwide in 2017, which 
resulted in 11 million deaths [2]. Indeed, sepsis has 
become one of the main global health challenges, impos-
ing a huge burden on the society and economy in vari-
ous countries. Emerged evidence indicates that immune 
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dysfunction is involved in the occurrence and devel-
opment of sepsis, and patients may present with both 
hyperinflammatory response and immunosuppression. 
The former initiates early tissue damage and organ dys-
function, while the latter, when severe and persistent, 
further induces a variety of lethal complications, which 
significantly increase mortality of patients in the mid 
and late stages of sepsis [3–5]. However, multiple clini-
cal trials assessing anti-inflammatory strategies have not 
yielded promising results. In recent years, increasing 
attention has been paid to the tools that may effectively 
dismantle the immunosuppressive state of patients with 
sepsis [6].

Dynamic and accurate assessment of immune sta-
tus is a prerequisite for timely identification of immune 
dysfunction in patients with sepsis and determining the 
timing of immunomodulatory therapy. However, due 
to insufficient understanding of the precise molecular 
mechanisms and cellular bases in sepsis-induced immu-
nosuppression, clinical monitoring indicators and evalu-
ation systems that can effectively reflect the immune 
status of patients with sepsis are lacking [7, 8]. Currently, 
lymphocyte count and monocyte human leukocyte anti-
gen DR (mHLA-DR) are widely used to evaluate the 
immune function changes in septic patients, but still have 
some limitations. Although lymphocyte count is eas-
ily obtained, its specificity is relatively low due to many 
confounding factors; meanwhile, mHLA-DR detection 
requires complex equipment with high detection cost, 
and the definition of early warning threshold remains 
inconclusive [9]. In recent years, investigators have 
applied multi-omic approaches to explore immune moni-
toring, aiming to discover new sepsis-related cell subsets 
and biomarkers, yet their translational significance and 
value need to be further validated by large-scale clinical 
trials [10–12]. Meanwhile, researchers are still debat-
ing on patient selection, treatment timing, dosage, drug 
combination, treatment duration, indications for dis-
continuation, and efficacy evaluation for immunomodu-
latory therapy in patients with sepsis that has not been 
evaluated in large-scale, high-quality clinical randomized 
controlled trials (RCTs) [13–15]. Thus, a variety of fac-
tors make it difficult for clinicians to accurately evalu-
ate and monitor immune status in patients with sepsis, 
and implementing effective immunomodulation as 
well as drug intervention in a targeted and timely man-
ner remains unsatisfactory. Based on a large number of 
clinical findings, this expert consensus comprehensively 
surveyed two aspects of sepsis, including immune moni-
toring and immunotherapy, aiming to provide a reference 
for clinicians to understand the pathogenesis of sepsis-
induced immunosuppression and effectively implement 
immune monitoring and immunomodulatory strategies.

Methods
Questionnaire design
A questionnaire design group was established, and 
retrieved and summarized publications related to sepsis 
immune monitoring and treatment by searching data-
bases including PubMed, Web of Science (WOS), China 
National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI), etc.. Three 
rounds of group discussion were conducted, and the 
first version of the expert questionnaire was formulated 
(Fig. 1). There were 8 aspects with 27 items in the ques-
tionnaire survey, including whether immunosuppression 
exists in patients with sepsis, how to monitor immune 
function, high-risk factors for immunosuppression in 
patients with sepsis, commonly used monitoring indica-
tors for sepsis-induced immunosuppression, how and 
when to initiate sepsis immunomodulatory therapy, char-
acteristics of immunomodulatory drugs used, whether 
immunomodulatory therapy requires dynamic monitor-
ing of immune function, and the endpoints of immu-
nomodulatory therapy.

Expert selection
Experts with extensive experience in sepsis immunomod-
ulatory therapy were selected for consultation. Following 
the principles of authority and representativeness, a total 
of 22 experts were screened, and the consensus items 
were scored using an online questionnaire.

Questionnaire content
The content of this questionnaire included the basic 
information of the experts, their recognition scores for all 
listed items, familiarity degree for all aspects, judgment 
basis of scores and degrees of influence. Meanwhile, to 
facilitate the experts to provide their feedback for poten-
tial revision of the items, the questionnaire included sup-
plementary materials for expert suggestions.

The item recognition score used a 9-point scale, and 
each indicator had a total of 9 levels from “extremely 
inappropriate” to “very appropriate”, which were 
recorded from 1 to 9 in sequence. The degree of expert’s 
familiarity with each aspect was graded to 6 levels, which 
included (from high to low) 1.0, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2 and 0 
points. Among the four judgment bases (theoretical anal-
ysis, practical experience, reference to domestic and for-
eign materials, and intuition) those experts scored each 
aspect; each judgment basis had three situations: large, 
middle, and little. Table 1 shows the scores of impacts for 
each judgment basis.

The RAND appropriateness method (RAM)
Screening method for questionnaire items
Based on the RAM, the results of the expert consultation 
were sorted, and meanwhile the appropriateness of each 
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item and the consistency of expert recommendation were 
summarized. These two parameters were used together 
to determine the recommendation for each item, i.e., 
whether the item was to be retained or modified based 
on the RAM result.

Item appropriateness
The expert judgement for each item was graded to 9 
sequential levels, with 9 being “very appropriate” and 1 
being “extremely inappropriate”. In addition, the 9 scoring 
levels were divided into 3 intervals, including 7–9 clas-
sified as “appropriate area”, 4–6 classified as “uncertain 
area”, and 1–3 classified as “inappropriate”.

Consistency of item scoring
Item consistency was determined by whether > 70% of 
the entire population scored within the interquartile 
range (IQR), and the median value and the degree of 
dispersion around the median value were determined. 
Based on the above information, a consensus of expert 
opinion for each item could be derived (Table 2).

Item recommendation
Table  3 summarize the strength of recommendations 
for the items.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed with R 4.1.1. The fol-
lowing indicators were calculated: 1) the positive coef-
ficient of experts, which was the questionnaire recovery 
rate; 2) the expert judgment coefficient (Ca) for each 
item, which was the sum score of each expert’s judg-
ment basis for each item, the familiarity coefficient (Cs) 
and authority coefficient (Cr) [Cr = (Ca + Cs)/2], with 
the results expressed as mean ± standard deviation; 
3) mean, standard deviation, full score ratio and coef-
ficient of variation for each item score. We then cal-
culated the Kendall’s coordination coefficient for each 

Fig. 1 Flowchart Delphi process

Table 1 Impact degree scores of each judgment basis

Judgment bases Impact degree scores of expert 
judgments

Large Middle Little

Theoretical analysis 0.3 0.2 0.1

Practical experience 0.5 0.4 0.3

Reference to domestic and 
foreign counterparts

0.1 0.1 0.1

Intuition 0.1 0.1 0.1
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category to assess whether the experts’ scoring of each 
item was consistent.

Results
Statistical results
Basic information of experts
A total of 22 targeted experts in the field of sepsis immu-
nomodulatory therapy were selected, and all 22 question-
naires were returned. The median age of the experts was 
54.5 (IQR 44.3–57.8) years, for a median working dura-
tion of 31.0 (IQR 21.5–35.0) years. The basic information 
of the experts is shown in Table 4.

The degree of enthusiasm in experts
A total of 22 questionnaires were distributed in this 
round, and all 22 were recovered with a recovery rate of 
100%, indicating that the selected experts were highly 
motivated.

Concentration degree of experts’ opinions
The concentration degree of experts’ opinions was 
measured by calculating the mean, standard deviation, 

full score ratio (proportion of patients with full score 
for the item), coefficient of variation (standard devia-
tion/mean value of the item’s scores) and Kendall’s 
coordination coefficient.

Except for immunomodulatory drugs, whose coef-
ficient of variation for each item was large, the coef-
ficients of variation for all other items were less than 
0.25, indicating a high consistency. Meanwhile, immune 
monitoring, immunomodulatory therapy, and the Ken-
dall’s coordination coefficient for each aspect were 
calculated separately. The Kendall’s coordination coeffi-
cients were 0–1, and the larger the value, the higher the 
consistency. The Kendall’s coordination coefficients of 
immune monitoring and immunomodulatory therapy 
were 0.28 and 0.32, respectively, both of which were 
statistically significant, with high consistency of expert 
scoring. Three out of eight aspects, including high risk 
factors of sepsis-induced immunosuppression, moni-
toring indicators of sepsis-induced immunosuppres-
sion and immunomodulatory drugs, had high Kendall’s 
coordination coefficients, while the other aspects had 
low Kendall’s coordination coefficients.

Table 2 Definition of consistency

IQR interquartile range

Terms Definition

Perfect consistency All experts scored 7–9

Very good consistency Expert scores for the median and IQR were the same integer or 80% of the expert scores were within one integer from the 
median value

Good consistency 50% of the expert scores were within one integer from the median value or 80% of the expert scores were within two integers 
from the median value

Some consistency 50% of expert scores were within two integers from the median value or 80% of the expert scores were within three integers 
from the median value

No consistency All other cases. Any dissenting median value

Table 3 Definition of recommendations

IQR interquartile range

Terms Definition

Strong recommendation The following three conditions should be met:
  (1) A proportion of scores within the IQR greater or equal to 70%
  (2) A degree of consistency at least “very good”
  (3) A median score not in the uncertain area, i.e., 4–6

Weak recommendation The following three conditions should be met:
  (1) A proportion of scores within the IQR greater or equal to 70%
  (2) A degree of consistency of “good or some” and any median score, or any degree of consistency and a median 
score of 4–6
  (3) A median score not in the uncertain area, i.e., 4–6

No recommendation One of the following three conditions should be met in this case:
  (1) A proportion of scores within the IQR below 70%
  (2) No consistency
  (3) A median score in the uncertain area (4–6) combined with any consistency
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Based on a comprehensive consideration, the concen-
tration of the scoring in the first round of the survey was 
satisfactory.

Expert authority
The Cr was calculated based on mean Ca and Cs. Gen-
erally, Cr ≥ 0.7 is defined as acceptable reliability. In this 
study, Cr in all aspects were greater than or equal to 0.8, 
indicating a high degree of expert authority in this study 
(Table 5).

Based on the median and IQR of each item, the RAM is 
used to give consistency evaluation and recommendation 
for each item. In consistency evaluation, 2 items were 
rated as perfect consistency, 13 as very good consistency, 
and 9 as good consistency. In terms of recommendation, 
14 items were rated as strong recommendation, 8 as weak 
recommendation, and 2 no recommendation (Table  6 
and Fig. 2).

Content of this consensus
Immunosuppression in patients with sepsis
Evidence The innate immune system is the body’s first 
line of defense against invasion by pathogens, which is 

manifested as a rapid and non-specific immune response. 
The innate immune response is mediated by a variety of 
innate immune cells including neutrophils, monocytes/
macrophages, dendritic cells, and natural killer cells. 
Substantial evidence indicate that the innate immune 
response is significantly impaired in the early stage of 
sepsis, and its severity and duration are closely related 
to the clinical prognosis of septic patients [4, 16]. Innate 
immune function is impaired by several mechanisms, 
including dysfunction in neutrophil recruitment and 
migration [17–20], endotoxin tolerance in monocytes 
[21–24], reduced dendritic cell count and malfunction 
[25–29], and impaired natural killer cytotoxicity [30–32].

Compared with the innate immune response, the 
acquired immune system responds slowly, but can spe-
cifically initiate immune responses against different 
antigens and generate immune memory to deal with 
the second hit of the same antigen. Acquired immune 
responses include cellular immunity and humoral immu-
nity, in which T and B lymphocytes perform the main 
functions, respectively. In the septic state, one of the hall-
marks of impaired acquired immune response is lympho-
penia, which is manifested by the absence of circulating 
T and B lymphocytes [33–39]. A previous study showed 
that persistent lymphopenia is significantly associated 
with increased incidence of nosocomial infection and 
mortality in patients with sepsis [40]. In terms of poten-
tially involved mechanisms, enhanced apoptosis and dys-
function of acquired immune cells occur during sepsis, as 
evidenced by decreased number of T lymphocytes and 
abnormal distribution of T cell subsets [33, 41–43], and 
the latter included increased proportion of regulatory T 
cells  (Tregs) with increased immunosuppressive activity 
[44–46], imbalance in helper T cell  (Th)1/Th2 [47, 48], 
impaired B lymphocyte function, and low immunoglobu-
lin levels [49, 50].
Suggestions (1) The expert panel recommended to iden-

tify innate immunosuppression in sepsis (strong rec-
ommendation, very good consistency). (2) The expert 
panel recommended to identify acquired immunosup-
pression in sepsis (strong recommendation, very good 
consistency).

Immune function monitoring during sepsis
Evidence Dynamic monitoring of immune function 
changes and early identification of immune dysfunc-
tion are prerequisites to effectively slow the progression 
of sepsis and improve the prognosis. However, the roles 
and characteristics of immune function status over time 
in the development and progression of sepsis remain 
unknown. Previous studies have shown that both the 
innate immunity and acquired immune cells undergo 
various degrees of functional changes within 48  h after 

Table 4 Basic information of the participating experts

Parameters Number

Recovery rate 100%

Response rate 100%

Age (years)

  < 45 6

 45–60 14

 > 60 2

Sex

 Male 19

 Female 3

Education

 Doctor of Medicine 21

 Master 1

Professional title

 Senior professor 21

 Vice‑senior professor 1

Years of professional experience

 < 20 4

 20–30 6

 > 30 12

Department

 Intensive Care Unit (ICU) 12

 Trauma/Burn Division/Department 4

 Anesthesiology Department 2

 Others (Emergency, Hematology, Respiratory, and Surgery 
Department)

4
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Table 5 Concentration, coordination and authority of the consensus content

Consensus Mean Standard 
deviation

Full score ratio Coefficient 
of variation

Coordination 
coefficient

Judgment 
coefficient

Familiarity 
coefficient

Authority 
coefficient

Immune monitoring 0.28*

Patients with sepsis 
had immunosuppres‑
sion

0.05 0.94 ± 0.10 0.72 ± 0.35 0.83 ± 0.20

 Presence of innate 
immunosuppres‑
sion

7.95 1.56 55 0.20

 Presence of 
acquired immuno‑
suppression

8.23 1.23 59 0.15

Sepsis‑related immune 
function monitoring

0.09 0.95 ± 0.08 0.73 ± 0.35 0.84 ± 0.19

 Initiated immune 
monitoring within 
48 h after diagnosis 
of sepsis

7.95 1.40 50 0.18

 Need for dynamic 
monitoring of 
immune status

8.27 1.52 68 0.18

Patients with sepsis 
had high risk factors 
for immunosuppres‑
sion

0.49* 0.97 ± 0.06 0.76 ± 0.33 0.86 ± 0.18

 Elderly 
(age ≥ 65 years old)

7.82 0.91 27 0.12

 Patients with 
malignant tumors 
under radiotherapy/
chemotherapy 
within 3 months

8.41 0.73 55 0.09

 Patients under long‑
term immunosup‑
pressive or steroids 
therapy

8.64 0.66 73 0.08

 Malnutrition 
(BMI < 18.5 kg/m2)

7.14 1.36 18 0.19

 Secondary infection 7.23 1.48 18 0.20

Monitoring indicators 
of immunosuppres‑
sion in patients with 
sepsis

0.24* 0.96 ± 0.07 0.73 ± 0.33 0.84 ± 0.18

 Decreased mHLA‑
DR

8.18 0.85 41 0.10

 Reduced respon‑
siveness of mono‑
cytes to endotoxin 
stimulation

7.68 1.04 23 0.14

 Decreased periph‑
eral blood lympho‑
cyte count

8.05 1.05 45 0.13

 Increased regula‑
tory T cell ratio

7.41 0.85 9 0.12

 Th1/Th2 imbalance 7.45 1.22 27 0.16

 Decreased 
peripheral blood 
immunoglobulin 
(IgA, IgM and IgG) 
concentrations

6.55 1.54 9 0.23
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the onset of sepsis, and the occurrence of immunosup-
pression during this period is closely related to a persis-
tent multiple organ dysfunction and poor prognosis [51, 
52]. Gouel-Chéron et  al. [53] followed up the patients 
with trauma and found that changes in IL-6 and mHLA-
DR levels at 1–2 d after admission were associated with 
the onset of sepsis. Indeed, a variety of immune moni-
toring indicators showed significant changes within 48 h 
after the occurrence of sepsis, including reduced mHLA-
DR level and decreased lymphocyte count, which were 
significantly correlated with persistent immunosuppres-
sion and secondary infection [23, 51]. Therefore, moni-
toring the immune status within 48 h after the onset of 
sepsis provides important reference value for compre-
hensive understanding of the immune function status 
and dynamic assessment of disease progression in septic 
patients.

Dynamic monitoring of the host immune status can 
effectively notify the progression and severity of immu-
nosuppression during sepsis [54–58]. When sepsis 
occurs, the functions and numbers of immune cells 
show dynamic alterations. In the early stage of sepsis, 
leukocytes in circulation are strongly activated, which 
leads to an effector state characterized by an excessive 
systemic inflammatory response. In the persistent state 
of sepsis, the body shows irreversible immunosuppres-
sion, or even immune paralysis, which induces second-
ary infection and moreover, opportunistic pathogen 
infection, a major factor affecting the long-term prog-
nosis of patients [52, 59, 60]. Monneret et al. [23] found 
there was no significant difference in mHLA-DR levels 
between survivors and non-survivors in the early stage 
of sepsis; however, a significantly decreased mHLA-DR 
level in persistent sepsis was an independent risk factor 

Table 5 (continued)

Consensus Mean Standard 
deviation

Full score ratio Coefficient 
of variation

Coordination 
coefficient

Judgment 
coefficient

Familiarity 
coefficient

Authority 
coefficient

Immunotherapy 0.32*

Immunomodulatory 
therapy for sepsis

0.02 0.92 ± 0.10 0.73 ± 0.31 0.82 ± 0.17

 Percentage of 
mHLA‑DR < 60%

7.05 1.29 9 0.18

 mHLA‑DR < 15,000 
AB/C

7.00 1.02 36 0.15

 Total lympho‑
cytes < 1.1 ×  109/L

7.00 1.07 5 0.15

 Presence of risk fac‑
tors for immuno‑
suppression

7.05 1.59 27 0.23

Immunomodulatory 
drugs

0.33* 0.94 ± 0.08 0.72 ± 0.32 0.83 ± 0.18

 Recombinant inter‑
feron γ

5.59 1.50 5 0.27

 IgG 5.91 1.90 9 0.32

 Recombinant 
GM‑CSF

6.23 1.63 9 0.26

 Tα1 7.32 1.84 27 0.25

Immunomodulatory 
therapy required 
dynamic monitoring of 
immune function

8.41 0.80 55 0.09 0.92 ± 0.09 0.72 ± 0.34 0.82 ± 0.18

Endpoint of immu‑
nomodulatory therapy

0.01 0.91 ± 0.10 0.69 ± 0.28 0.80 ± 0.15

 mHLA‑DR ≥ 15,000 
AB/C

6.91 1.44 14 0.21

 Percentage of 
mHLA‑DR ≥ 60%

6.73 1.49 14 0.22

 Total lympho‑
cytes ≥ 1.1 ×  109/L

6.95 1.05 0 0.15

* P < 0.05. BMI body mass index, GM-CSF granulocyte–macrophage colony-stimulating factor, Ig immunoglobulin, mHLA-DR monocyte human leukocyte antigen DR, 
Th helper T cell, Tα1 thymosin α1
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for death. Venet et  al. [61] conducted dynamic moni-
toring of immune status in critically ill coronavirus dis-
ease 2019 (COVID-19) patients, revealing significant 
differences in immune response-related indicators, 
such as lymphopenia, decreased mHLA-DR levels and 
inflammatory factor expression, between virus-infected 
survivors and non-survivors 3  weeks before intensive 
care unit (ICU) admission. Therefore, dynamic moni-
toring of immune function can not only reveal the 
immune status of patients in real time, but also provide 
a basis for accurate adjustment of immunomodulatory 
regimens.
Suggestions (1) The expert panel recommended to 

start immune monitoring within 48 h after sepsis diag-
nosis (strong recommendation, very good consistency). 

(2) The expert panel recommended to initiate dynamic 
monitoring of immune status in patients with sepsis 
(strong recommendation, very good consistency).

High risk factors for immunosuppression in patients 
with sepsis
Evidence Augus et  al. [62] found that the incidence of 
sepsis was significantly higher in elderly patients, espe-
cially in those over 65  years, and increased rapidly with 
the age. A secondary analysis of the REGARDS cohort 
confirmed that elderly patients over 65 years had signifi-
cantly higher odds of developing sepsis than middle-aged 
patients, which might be related to the comorbidity of 
multiple chronic diseases in elderly patients [63]. A pro-
spective cohort study showed that the mortality rate of 

Table 6 Summary of consensus recommendations

GM-CSF granulocyte–macrophage colony -stimulating factor, Ig immunoglobulin, mHLA-DR monocyte human leukocyte antigen DR, Th helper T cell, Tα1 thymosin α1

Consensus Consistency evaluation and recommendation

Patients with sepsis had immunosuppression

 Presence of innate immunosuppression Very good consistency, strong recommendation

 Presence of acquired immunosuppression Very good consistency, strong recommendation

Sepsis‑related immune function monitoring

 Initiated immune monitoring within 48 h after diagnosis of sepsis Very good consistency, strong recommendation

 Need for dynamic monitoring of immune status Very good consistency, strong recommendation

Patients with sepsis had high risk factors for immunosuppression

 Elderly (age ≥ 65 years old) Very good consistency, strong recommendation

 Patients with malignant tumors under radiotherapy/chemotherapy within 3 months Perfect consistency, strong recommendation

 Patients undergoing long‑term immunosuppressive or steroids therapy Perfect consistency, strong recommendation

 Malnutrition (BMI < 18.5 kg/m2) Good consistency, weak recommendation

 Secondary infection Good consistency, weak recommendation

Monitoring indicators for immunosuppression in patients with sepsis

 Decreased mHLA‑DR Very good consistency, strong recommendation

 Reduced responsiveness of monocytes to endotoxin stimulation Very good consistency, strong recommendation

 Decreased peripheral blood lymphocyte count Very good consistency, strong recommendation

 Increased regulatory T cell ratio Very good consistency, strong recommendation

 Th1/Th2 balance disorder Good consistency, weak recommendation

 Decreased peripheral blood immunoglobulin (IgA, IgM and IgG) concentrations Good consistency, weak recommendation

Immunomodulatory therapy for sepsis

 mHLA‑DR < 15,000 AB/C or percentage of mHLA‑DR < 60% Good consistency, weak recommendation

 Total lymphocytes < 1.1 ×  109/L Good consistency, weak recommendation

 Presence of risk factors for immunosuppression Good consistency, weak recommendation

Immunomodulatory drugs

 IgG Good consistency, no recommendation

 Recombinant GM‑CSF Very good consistency, no recommendation

 Tα1 Good consistency, weak recommendation

Immunomodulatory therapy required dynamic monitoring of immune function Very good consistency, strong recommendation

Endpoint of immunomodulatory therapy

 mHLA‑DR ≥ 15,000 AB/C or percentage of mHLA‑DR ≥ 60% Good consistency, weak recommendation

 Total lymphocytes ≥ 1.1 ×  109/L Very good consistency, strong recommendation
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elderly patients with sepsis over 65 years was significantly 
higher than that of middle-aged patients, with immuno-
suppression particularly evident in the elderly patients 
who died in the study, manifesting as persistent lympho-
penia, decreased functional T lymphocytes, increased 
Tregs and immunosuppressive T lymphocytes [40]. A 
post-hoc analysis of the ETASS study found that the inci-
dence of sepsis-induced immunosuppression in elderly 
patients (≥ 60 years) was about twice that of non-elderly 
patients, and the mortality rate of elderly patients with 
sepsis-induced immunosuppression was significantly 
higher than that of elderly patients without immunosup-
pression [60]. In addition to age, nutritional status has 
also been confirmed to be closely related to the occur-
rence and development of sepsis. Nutritional status is 
often reflected by the body mass index (BMI), and mal-
nutrition is a common issue for the hospitalized patients, 
usually manifested by underweight (BMI < 18.5 kg/m2). It 
is well established that the nutritional status of patients 
with sepsis is significantly associated with worse clini-
cal outcomes and mortality [64]. A Chinese prospective 
cohort study confirmed that BMI is an independent risk 
factor for long-term mortality in patients with sepsis, and 
90-day mortality was significantly higher in low-weight 

patients with sepsis than that in normal-weight and over-
weight patients with sepsis [65]. A Japanese cohort study 
also demonstrated an association between malnutrition 
and increased 28-day mortality in patients with sepsis 
[66].

In addition to various malignancies, radiotherapy/
chemotherapy required for malignant tumor treatment 
can cause various extend of immunosuppression, which 
increases the probability of infection in these patients 
[67]. Large-scale epidemiological studies have shown that 
patients with tumors are more likely to develop severe 
sepsis than patients without tumors [68, 69]. Further 
investigation confirmed that the mortality rate of septic 
patients with tumors was significantly higher than that 
of septic patients without tumors, and the duration of 
hospital stay was significantly prolonged as well. Addi-
tionally, patients with tumors undergoing radiotherapy/
chemotherapy were more prone to neutropenic sepsis, 
especially patients with hematological malignancies [70, 
71]. Meanwhile, long-term use of steroids and immuno-
suppressants has been shown to cause persistent immu-
nocompromised states. In an analysis of the REGARDS 
cohort, Chaudhary et al. [72] found that chronic steroid 
users were twice as likely to develop sepsis as those not 

Fig. 2 Summary of the recommendations on the monitoring and treatment of sepsis‑induced immunosuppression. mHLA‑DR monocyte human 
leukocyte antigen DR, GM‑CSF granulocyte–macrophage colony‑stimulating factor, Treg regulatory T cell
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using steroids. Another study showed that severe sepsis 
cases with acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) 
had significantly higher incidence of opportunistic infec-
tions and in-hospital mortality compared with those 
without AIDS [73].

Numerous data have suggested that sepsis-induced 
immunosuppression makes septic patients more suscep-
tible to concurrent infections, which results in a further 
increase in late mortality. A prospective cohort study 
analyzed the incidence of secondary infections and its 
impact on prognosis in septic patients after ICU admis-
sion, showing that septic patients with secondary infec-
tions had prolonged hospital stay, significantly more 
complications, and higher mortality than those without 
secondary infections [74]. In addition, a transcriptome 
sequencing study found that the expression of immuno-
suppression-related genes in peripheral blood leukocytes 
of severe septic patients with secondary infections was 
significantly upregulated, and abnormal glucose metabo-
lism was significantly enriched.
Suggestions (1) The expert panel recommended elderly 

(≥ 65 years) as a high-risk factor for immunosuppression 
in patients with sepsis (strong recommendation, very 
good consistency). (2) The expert panel recommended 
malignant tumor as a high-risk factor for immunosup-
pression in patients with sepsis (strong recommendation, 
perfect consistency). (3) The expert panel recommended 
long-term immunosuppressant or steroid therapy as 
a high-risk factor for immunosuppression in patients 
with sepsis (strong recommendation, perfect consist-
ency). (4) The expert panel recommended malnutrition 
(BMI < 18.5 kg/m2) as a high-risk factor for immunosup-
pression in patients with sepsis (weak recommendation, 
good consistency). (5) The expert panel recommended 
secondary infection as a high-risk factor for immunosup-
pression in sepsis patients (weak recommendation, good 
consistency).

Monitoring indicators of immunosuppression in patients 
with sepsis
Evidence Decreased mHLA-DR levels have good dis-
criminative capacity and clinical value in the assess-
ment of disease severity and prognosis in patients 
with sepsis [75]. Previous studies have reported that 
mHLA-DR levels in the peripheral blood of patients 
with severe sepsis and septic shock are significantly 
lower than those of healthy individuals, and the non-
survivor group showed persistently lower mHLA-DR 
expression than the survivor group [23, 76]. Drewry 
et  al. [77] observed that mHLA-DR levels in non-sur-
vival patients were significantly lower than those of sur-
viving patients on 1–8 d after the onset of sepsis, and 
were closely related to the occurrence of secondary 

infection. In addition, declined mHLA-DR levels only 
gradually returned to normal 6  months after recovery 
and discharged of patients with sepsis [78]. Decreased 
mHLA-DR expression was highly consistent with lym-
phopenia when assessing the disease severity and poor 
prognosis of sepsis patients [78]. Therefore, dynamic 
monitoring of mHLA-DR expression has an important 
guiding significance for evaluating disease progression, 
disease severity and prognosis among septic patients.

Decreased tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) in mono-
cytes stimulated with endotoxin/lipopolysaccharide 
(LPS) is one of the main features of impaired mono-
cyte activation, which is closely related to immuno-
suppression in patients with sepsis. Albert Vega et  al. 
[79] observed that after LPS stimulation of peripheral 
blood monocytes derived from patients with sepsis, 
TNF-α production was significantly lower than that 
detected in normal healthy controls. Ploder et  al. [80] 
conducted a dynamic analysis of peripheral blood 
monocytes in patients with multiple trauma-induced 
sepsis and confirmed that compared with the survivor 
group, peripheral blood monocytes in the non-survivor 
group displayed persistently reduced TNF-α produc-
tion with LPS stimulation, suggesting it might be one 
of the important indicators for prognosis evaluation in 
patients with sepsis. Hall et al. [81] observed in a multi-
center cohort study that if LPS-induced TNF-α produc-
tion in peripheral blood monocytes from patients with 
multiple organ dysfunction combined with immune 
paralysis was lower than 200  pg/ml, the incidences of 
infection aggravation and secondary infections were 
significantly increased. Therefore, reduced responsive-
ness of monocytes to endotoxin stimulation, as direct 
evidence for impaired monocyte activation, could 
effectively reflect the immunosuppressive state of septic 
patients.

Lymphopenia including decreased amounts of T and 
B lymphocytes in peripheral blood is one of the major 
manifestations of the dysregulated acquired immune 
responses. Daix et  al. [82] conducted flow cytometry 
analysis of peripheral blood lymphocytes in 781 patients 
with sepsis, showing significant positive correlations 
between the decrease of  CD3+ lymphocyte counts and 
sepsis severity and elevated mortality. Previous studies 
also reported that in the early stage of sepsis, enhanced 
apoptosis of  CD4+ T lymphocytes and B lymphocytes 
occurred, and the absolute counts of peripheral blood 
lymphocytes decreased sharply, with persistent lympho-
penia directly related to increased mortality in septic 
patients [35, 57]. Vulliamy et  al. [57] showed that com-
pared with the survival group, the number of peripheral 
blood lymphocytes continued to decrease 2–7 d after the 
onset of sepsis in the non-survivor group, with the risk of 
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death increasing by 3.5 folds. Therefore, dynamic obser-
vation of changes in the number of lymphocytes can not 
only reveal the state of the acquired immune response, 
but also help evaluate the balance between innate immu-
nity and acquired immunity.

As important immune regulatory cells, Tregs partici-
pate in the process of sepsis-related immune paralysis 
by promoting T lymphocyte apoptosis, inhibiting T lym-
phocyte proliferation, and promoting an anti-inflamma-
tory state. Previous studies have found that the increased 
proportion of Tregs in the peripheral blood of patients 
complicated with severe burns or trauma is closely 
related to the occurrence and progression of sepsis, and 
a persistently elevated level of Tregs is considered as 
an important factor for increased mortality in patients 
with sepsis [46, 83]. In addition, some data have con-
firmed that increased proportion of Tregs in peripheral 
blood can occur in the early stage of sepsis and cause an 
imbalance of the Th subset termed Th17, whose change 
is closely associated with multiple organ dysfunction and 
poor prognosis [84, 85].

Studies have also shown that an imbalanced Th1/Th2 
ratio is one of the main manifestations of impairment in 
T lymphocyte differentiation, which correlates closely 
with abnormal production of cytokines and impaired T 
lymphocyte effectors. Several clinical trials have shown 
that T lymphocytes in the peripheral blood isolated from 
patients with sepsis and septic shock appeared to polar-
ize towards Th2, which resulted in imbalanced Th1/Th2 
ratio. This is one of the most important causes of immu-
nosuppression, and is significantly related to high mortal-
ity [47, 48]. In a single-center prospective observational 
cohort study, Xue et al. [86] found that Th1/Th2 ratios in 
peripheral blood from septic patients admitted to ICU 
were significantly lower than those of patients without 
sepsis. They also found that, compared with the survi-
vor group, Th1/Th2 ratios in peripheral blood from the 
non-survivor group continued to decrease 0–7  d after 
the onset of sepsis, which was significantly associated 
with increased incidence of ICU-related infections and 
mortality. Currently, due to the limitation in laboratory 
platform and technical requirements, and Th1/Th2 ratio 
detection is not widely used in clinical immune assess-
ment; nevertheless, monitoring of Th1/Th2 balance has 
certain reference value for understanding the immune 
status.

Decreased immunoglobulin (IgA, IgM and IgG) 
amount is one of the potential manifestations of immu-
nosuppression, whose value in the assessment of immune 
impairment in patients with sepsis remains controversial. 
Shankar-Hari et  al. [87] conducted a systematic review 
and meta-analysis, and found that circulating IgG levels 
in patients with sepsis were significantly decreased, but 

not significantly associated with sepsis severity and mor-
tality. Průcha et al. [88] analyzed 1513 samples from 708 
patients, and revealed that significantly increased mortal-
ity in severe sepsis cases was parallel with low IgG lev-
els, while patients with septic shock had lower IgG and 
IgM levels, showing significantly higher mortality than 
patients with normal IgG and IgM levels. In addition, the 
combined use of reduced peripheral blood IgA, IgM and 
IgG levels could significantly improve the early deter-
mination of prognosis in patients with sepsis and septic 
shock [89]. Recently, Alagna et al. [90] conducted a mul-
ticenter randomized controlled study of 956 patients with 
severe sepsis and septic shock, and found that high IgA 
and IgG levels on the day of diagnosis of sepsis were sig-
nificantly associated with decreased 90-day survival in 
patients with sepsis, whereas changes in IgM levels were 
not significantly associated with the survival. Therefore, 
immunoglobulin regulation is an important immune 
effector mechanism in the host, and the combined detec-
tion of multiple indicators may help understand the 
abnormal immune response in sepsis. However, its exact 
clinical guiding significance needs further investigation 
by large-sample multicenter clinical trials.
Suggestions (1) The expert panel recommended 

decreased mHLA-DR as a monitoring indicator of 
immunosuppression in patients with sepsis (strong rec-
ommendation, very good consistency). (2) The expert 
panel recommended decreased monocyte responsive-
ness to endotoxin stimulation as a monitoring indicator 
of immunosuppression in patients with sepsis (strong 
recommendation, very good consistency). (3) The expert 
panel recommended reduced lymphocyte count as a 
monitoring indicator of immunosuppression in patients 
with sepsis (strong recommendation, very good con-
sistency). (4) The expert panel recommended increased 
proportion of Tregs as a monitoring indicator of immu-
nosuppression in patients with sepsis (strong recom-
mendation, very good consistency). (5) The expert panel 
recommended to include Th1/Th2 ratio imbalance as a 
monitoring indicator of sepsis-induced immunosuppres-
sion (weak recommendation, good consistency). (6) The 
expert panel recommended to include decreased con-
centrations of immunoglobulins (IgA, IgM and IgG) as a 
monitoring indicator of sepsis-induced immunosuppres-
sion (weak recommendation, good consistency).

Starting point for immunomodulatory therapy of sepsis
Evidence Emerged evidence has demonstrated that 
immunosuppression can occur at any time after the onset 
of sepsis [11, 16, 91]. It is inappropriate to blindly con-
duct immunomodulatory therapy in patients with sep-
sis, and it is extremely important to identify the starting 
point for immunomodulatory therapy. Therefore, we 
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explored the starting point for immunomodulatory ther-
apy in patients with sepsis based on completed clinical 
trials and the clinical practice experiences of ICU special-
ists. Age is one of the important factors affecting immune 
function [92, 93]. Current studies have found that lym-
phocyte count and mHLA-DR levels in the elderly 
patients with sepsis are significantly lower than those of 
the younger patients, and elderly can rapidly develop sep-
sis-induced immunosuppression within 48 h of the onset 
of sepsis [40, 60]. Patients with malignant tumors under-
going radiotherapy or chemotherapy and those undergo-
ing treatment with long-term immunosuppressants and 
steroids often suffer from sepsis due to immunosuppres-
sion [94–96]. Reversal of immunosuppression helps clear 
pathogenic bacteria, and it is recommended to consider 
immunomodulatory therapy as soon as possible after dis-
cussion with specialists.

Lymphocyte count and mHLA-DR levels are two com-
monly used clinical indicators for immune monitor-
ing, which have been used to select immunosuppressed 
patients for immunomodulatory therapy [97–101]. In a 
study conducted by Cheng et al. [99], COVID-19 patients 
with lymphocyte count below 800/µl were selected for 
recombinant granulocyte–macrophage colony-stimu-
lating factor (GM-CSF) treatment. Francois et  al. [97] 
selected septic shock patients with lymphocyte count 
below 900/µl for IL-7 therapy. Meisel et al. [98] selected 
septic patients with mHLA-DR under 8000 AB/C for 
recombinant GM-CSF treatment by consecutive moni-
toring for 2 d. These studies suggested that decreased 
lymphocyte count and reduced mHLA-DR expression 
could be used as biomarkers for initiating immunomodu-
latory therapy.
Suggestions (1) The expert panel recommended to con-

sider immunomodulatory therapy for septic patients with 
decreased peripheral blood lymphocyte count (absolute 
count < 1.1 ×  109/L) (strong recommendation, very good 
consistency). (2) The expert panel recommended to con-
sider immunomodulatory therapy for septic patients with 
decreased mHLA-DR expression (percentage < 60% or 
absolute count < 15,000 AB/C) (weak recommendation, 
good consistency). (3) The expert panel recommended to 
consider immunomodulatory therapy for septic patients 
with high risk factors for immunosuppression (elderly, 
malignant tumor, long-term use of immunosuppressive 
drugs, etc.) (weak recommendation, good consistency).

Immunomodulatory drugs for sepsis
Evidence Thymosin α1  (Tα1) plays an important immu-
nomodulatory role in both the innate and adaptive 
immune systems [102]. Several clinical trials using Tα1 to 
treat sepsis have been conducted [103, 104]. As early as 
2007, Lin [105] conducted the first multicenter RCT that 

used Tα1 plus ulinastatin to treat sepsis in China. The 
trial was divided into two phases according to the dif-
ferent doses: 91 patients with sepsis were enrolled in the 
first phase, and the treatment group (44/91) received uli-
nastatin 100,000 U, 3 times per day and 1.6 mg Tα1 once 
daily; however, the preliminary results showed that the 
28-day mortality in patients with sepsis had no significant 
difference between the treatment and control groups. 
Having considered the result might be related to insuf-
ficient therapeutic doses, the second phase of the study 
doubled the doses of the therapeutic drugs and enrolled 
342 patients with sepsis, and the treatment significantly 
reduced 28-day mortality (P = 0.0088) and 90-day mor-
tality (P = 0.0054) in patients with sepsis compared with 
the control group. Meanwhile, mHLA-DR expression 
in the treatment group increased significantly. Wu et al. 
[106] conducted a multicenter RCT using Tα1 to treat 
sepsis (the ETASS study), which showed that Tα1 treat-
ment could reduce 28-day all-cause mortality in patients 
with sepsis. A meta-analysis included 19 studies showed 
that Tα1 treatment significantly improved the clinical 
prognosis of patients with sepsis, but the sample size 
included in the analysis was small [107]. Currently, a mul-
ticenter, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled 
clinical trial using Tα1 to treat sepsis (the TESTS study, 
NCT02867267) has been completed [108]. Recent studies 
have found that Tα1 is also effective in the treatment of 
patients with COVID-19. In a retrospective study includ-
ing 76 patients with severe COVID-19, Tα1 treatment 
significantly reduced patient’s mortality (P < 0.05) and 
increased  CD4+ and  CD8+ T cell counts compared with 
the control group [109]. Another multicenter retrospec-
tive cohort trial including 334 patients with COVID-19 in 
8 hospitals in China [110] found that Tα1 treatment sig-
nificantly prolonged the 28-day survival rate of critically 
ill COVID-19 patients. However, a retrospective study 
including 275 patients with COVID-19 found no benefi-
cial effects for Tα1 on the recovery of  CD4+ and  CD8+ T 
cell counts and viral clearance during COVID-19 conva-
lescence [111]. Another study including 771 critically ill 
COVID-19 patients also demonstrated that Tα1 did not 
reduce the mortality in critically ill COVID-19 patients 
[112].

Immunoglobulin is a natural protein secreted by B cells. 
The SBITS study [113] (n = 624) and the ESSICS study 
[114] (n = 218) are two RCTs with currently the largest 
sample sizes using intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) 
for sepsis treatment. In the SBITS trial, patients in the 
IVIG group (321/624) were given 0.6  g/kg IgG infusion 
immediately after enrollment and 0.3  g/kg IgG on day 
1. No significant difference in the 28-day mortality was 
found between the IVIG group and the control group. 
A total of 218 postoperative cardiac surgery patients 
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with severe inflammatory reactions were included in the 
ESSICS study in which the control group received 0.1% 
albumin, while the IVIG-treated group received the same 
volume of 10% IgG. There was no significant difference in 
the 28-day mortality between the two groups (31.5% in 
the control group vs. 39.1% in the IVIG-treated group). 
These two large RCTs suggest that IVIG does not reduce 
mortality in patients with sepsis. Subsequently, Iizuka 
et  al. [115] designed a large retrospective paired study 
and again demonstrated that the use of IVIG therapy did 
not improve the prognosis of patients with sepsis. The 
INSTINCT study [116] found that IVIG (25  g/d for 3 
d) did not reduce the 180-day mortality in patients with 
skin and soft tissue infections. Nakamura et al. [117] con-
ducted a study with a small sample size and observed 
that compared with continuous IVIG treatment for 3  d 
(5 g/d), a single infusion of IVIG (15 g/d) on the first day 
shortened the duration of ICU stay. In 2013, Alejandria 
et al. [118] conducted a meta-analysis in which 10 studies 
of IVIG treatment for sepsis (n = 1430) showed that the 
28–180-day mortality rates were 29.6% in the IVIG group 
and 36.5% in the placebo group (RR = 0.81; 95% CI 0.70–
0.93), whereas other 7 studies using IgM-enriched IVIG 
(IVIGM) (n = 528) showed that the 28–60-day mortality 
rates were 24.7% in the IVIGM group and 37.5% in the 
placebo group (RR = 0.66; 95% CI 0.51–0.85); however, 
it should be noted that both meta-analyses of IVIG and 
IVIGM treatment had moderate-to-high risk of bias. 
Recently, Laupland et al. [119] conducted a meta-analy-
sis that included high-quality studies using IVIG to treat 
sepsis, confirming that IVIG did not improve the progno-
sis of patients with sepsis (OR = 0.96; 95% CI 0.71–1.3). 
When studies with high risk of bias were excluded, the 
effect of IVIG treatment might no longer be manifested. 
Consequently, the “surviving sepsis campaign” guide-
line did not recommend IVIG for the treatment of sep-
sis [120]. Nevertheless, further studies are needed for 
IVIGAM treatment to demonstrate its efficacy. Hentrich 
et al. [121] used intravenous IgM- and IgA-enriched IVIG 
(IVIGMA) to treat sepsis patients with neutropenia from 
chemotherapy, and found that IVIGMA treatment did 
not improve the prognosis of those patients. Welte et al. 
[122] used IVIGMA to treat patients with severe commu-
nity-acquired pneumonia, and showed that IVIGMA did 
not statistically increase ventilator-free days significantly; 
however, subgroup analysis found that IVIGMA reduced 
mortality in patients with elevated C-reactive protein 
(≥ 70 mg/L) and low IgM (≤ 0.8 g/L).

Recombinant GM-CSF is a growth factor that stim-
ulates the proliferation and differentiation of vari-
ous immune cells. Orozco et  al. [123] used GM-CSF 
[3  μg/(kg·d)] to treat septic patients with nontraumatic 
abdominal infections, revealing that GM-CSF reduced 

the duration of antibiotic use and hospital stay, and 
decreased infection-related complications, but did not 
reduce the in-hospital mortality in patients with sepsis. 
In 2009, Meisel et al. [98] used GM-CSF [4 μg/(kg·d)] to 
treat septic patients with immunosuppression (mHLA-
DR < 8000 AB/C for two consecutive days) and observed 
that mHLA-DR expression was significantly increased in 
all subjects of the treatment group compared with only 
in 15.8% patients of the control group. In 2011, Bo et al. 
[124] conducted a meta-analysis that included 2380 sep-
tic patients administered with G-CSF or GM-CSF and 
found that the treatment did not improve the prognosis 
of these patients, but further subgroup analysis found 
that GM-CSF treatment was beneficial to the clearance 
of pathogenic bacteria. In 2018, Pinder et  al. [125] con-
ducted a clinical observation, and showed that neutro-
phil phagocytosis in the 10 (100%) of the 10 patients in 
the GM-CSF group [3  μg/(kg·d) for 4 consecutive days] 
increased by more than 50%, while only 7 (44%) of the 
16 patients in the control group reached the same level, 
demonstrating that GM-CSF is beneficial to the improve-
ment of neutrophil phagocytosis. Currently, a large, mul-
ticenter, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled 
clinical trial (NCT02361528) using GM-CSF to treat sep-
tic patients with immunosuppression has been initiated, 
with the 28-day mortality and/or ICU-acquired infection 
rate as the primary endpoints [126].
Suggestions (1) The expert panel recommended to 

use Tα1 to treat septic patients with immunosuppres-
sion (weak recommendation, good consistency). (2) The 
expert panel did not recommended immunoglobulin 
for immunomodulatory therapy in septic patients with 
immunosuppression (no recommendation, good consist-
ency). (3) The expert panel did not recommend recombi-
nant GM-CSF for immunomodulatory therapy in septic 
patients with immunosuppression, but the symptomatic 
treatment can be considered for sepsis patients with leu-
kopenia (no recommendation, very good consistency).

Immunomodulatory therapy requires dynamic monitoring 
of immune function
Evidence Sepsis is a complex disease with varying immune 
function among individuals, as well as substantially indi-
vidual-dependent response to immunomodulatory ther-
apy. Therefore, dynamic monitoring of immune function 
in the process of immunomodulatory therapy is helpful to 
understand the changes of immune function in real time. 
Previous studies have shown that dynamic observation 
of mHLA-DR and lymphocyte count could better assess 
the immune status and predict the prognosis of patients 
with sepsis [23, 76, 127–129]. Currently, mHLA-DR and 
lymphocyte count have been used for dynamic monitor-
ing of immune function in immunomodulatory therapies. 
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Meisel et al. [98] conducted a randomized, double-blind, 
controlled clinical trial that used GM-CSF to treat sepsis, 
as the first study to combine immune monitoring with 
immunomodulatory therapy. This study not only identi-
fied septic patients with immunosuppression by moni-
toring mHLA-DR for two consecutive days, but also set 
mHLA-DR ≥ 15,000 AB/C as the treatment endpoint 
for GM-CSF administration. A recent phase II clini-
cal trial enrolled a total of 27 septic shock patients with 
severe lymphopenia and these patients were treated with 
recombinant IL-7 to treat sepsis; dynamic monitoring of 
lymphocyte count and lymphocyte subpopulations dur-
ing IL-7 treatment found that absolute lymphocyte counts 
as well as circulating  CD4+ and  CD8+ T cell counts 
increased by more than threefold over baseline after IL-7 
treatment [97]. Subsequently, in an ongoing phase II clini-
cal trial including patients with sepsis administered with 
IL-7 treatment (NCT03821038, IRIS-7-C&D study), “lym-
phocyte count increased by more than 50%” was set as 
the primary endpoint [130]. These two studies suggested 
that immunosuppression in sepsis needs targeted immu-
nomodulatory therapy, and mHLA-DR and lymphocyte 
count could be used as indicators for dynamic monitoring 
of immune function during sepsis.
Suggestions (1) The expert panel recommended that 

patients with sepsis undergo dynamic monitoring of 
immune function during immunomodulatory therapy 
(strong recommendation, very good consistency). (2) 
The expert panel recommended to monitor peripheral 
blood lymphocyte count to determine the endpoint 
of immunomodulatory therapy for sepsis (strong rec-
ommendation, very good consistency). (3) The expert 
panel recommended to monitor mHLA-DR to deter-
mine the endpoint of immunomodulatory therapy for 
sepsis (weak recommendation, good consistency).
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